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"WHAT'S UP! ¿QUE PASA"
FCC E/I Core Programming for 2008-2009 Target Age Group: 13 - 16 year olds
"What's Up! ¿Que Pasa" is a weekly multi-cultural show that emphasizes what we have in common with
other cultures while teaching today's youth to appreciate our differences. Every week, the show bilingually
presents a new theme, such as cross-cultural understanding, the dangers of drugs and smoking, and
reading appreciation, to name a few, through a hip combination of rap and humor.
Each episode is a fast-paced half hour of music, humor and on-location antics that keeps children
entertained while educating them in language development, cross-cultural awareness and positive moral
and health choices. Educational and informational segments by the hosts include Health Rap, Travel Time,
DJ's Mailbox, Papa's Show & Tell and Story Time.
101 - WHAT'S UP/QUE PASA: Dancercise
Papa Rap and the cast travel to the 4th largest city in the United States- Houston, TX, where Traveling Tom
takes us to Houston's Children's Museum. Emily shows the viewers a new Health Rap: "Dancercise" and
Jessica tells the Papa Rap version of Little Red Riding Hood. Rice and Beans make the Show & Tell segment
cook with a beat and
DJ's Mailbox rounds out this episode with questions from some friends.
102 - THINK, DON'T STINK: Anti-smoking
Emily tells Papa Rap to "Think, Don't Stink" in this week's Health Rap that promotes non smoking. Jessica tells
a story of persistence and staying focused in the Papa Rap version of "The Tortoise and the Hare". The Show &
Tell segment of the show introduces us to a new regular cast member Chef Mack and he shows us how to
make Cheesy Apple Crackers at the Chewy Café. Traveling Tom & Papa Rap take a trip to an island, it's a
territory of the United States, Puerto Rico.
103 - CHANGES: Tolerance - accepting those who are different from us
Travel Time takes us on a tour of the largest city in the country - New York City. We learn how to make old
socks fun in our Show & Tell segment A Papa Craft - Making sock puppets. Jessica has a story with a twist in
this week's tail of "The Lion and the Mouse". Emily shows us a dance that reminds us "Changes don't happen
over night" and Chef Mack from the Chewy Café shows Papa Rap how to make a Mack Snack this time it's a
wrap sandwich.
104 - FEED YOUR BRAIN: Importance of reading
Traveling Tom and Papa Rap visit The William J. Clinton Presidential Center in the mid south city of Little Rock,
AR. In this week's Health Rap Emily shows us a dance that helps your body while you "Feed Your Brain".
Jessica tells a story about reading and following directions in Story Time. The What's Up/Que Pasa cast visits a
library and Chef Mack from The Chewy Café chef whips up a healthy veggie dip.
105 - STICKS & STONES: Negative impact of name-calling
Papa Rap and Traveling Tom visit the birthplace of Route 66 - Tulsa, OK. Jessica tells the story of being
prepared in a Papa Rap version of "The Three Little Pigs" Health Rap this week is set to the song "Sticks &
Stones". Chef Mack from the Chewy Café and Papa Rap make a Canary Banerry Smoothie and DJ's Mailbox
has e-mail from some friends.
106 – 113 SELF ESTEEM: Feeling good about yourself
Papa Rap and Traveling Tom talk to a country music musician/comedian and we take a backstage tour of a country music
theatre in Branson, MO. Emily shows us some steps to a better "Self Esteem". Jessica tells a tale that reminds us to be
careful what you wish for in the Papa Rap version of Aladdin and his Magic Lamp. Chef Mack from the Chewy Café has a
recipe that will make you feel good about your snack and yourself. And DJ's Mailbox is full of good questions.

